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Objective: To assess the impact of time between prostate cancer diagnosis on biopsy and 

definitive intervention with radical prostatectomy (RP) in regard to adverse pathologic outcomes 

using a large multi-surgeon database.

Materials and methods: We retrospectively reviewed 2,728 patients who underwent RP 

between 2005 and 2014. Patients were stratified according to biopsy Grade Group (GG). Patho-

logic outcomes were evaluated for patients with <2 months between biopsy and surgery and then 

at monthly intervals of up to 6 months. Adverse pathological outcomes were defined as Gleason 

upgrading from biopsy, the presence of extraprostatic extension (EPE, pT3a) or seminal vesicle 

invasion (SVI, pT3b), positive surgical margins, and lymph node positivity. The chi-squared 

test was used for statistical analysis.

Results: In total 2,310 patients met the inclusion criteria. Median time from biopsy to surgery 

was 83 days (range: 61–109 days). No difference was observed for patients in any risk category 

regarding the adverse pathologic outcomes, including GG upgrade from biopsy to prostatec-

tomy, presence of EPE, SVI, positive surgical margins, and positive lymph node involvement, 

with delays of up to 6 months between biopsy and RP. Surgical margins were positive in 25% 

of cases with pT2 disease and 50.2% of cases with pT3 and greater disease. EPE and SVI were 

present in 24.5% and 7.5% of specimens, respectively.

Conclusion: Surgical delays of up to 6 months following prostate biopsy were not associated 

with an increased risk of GG upgrading, EPE, SVI, positive surgical margins, or lymph node 

involvement.

Keywords: radical prostatectomy, prostate cancer, surgical wait time, surgical delay, pathologic 

outcomes, prostate biopsy

Introduction
Low-risk prostate cancer (PCa) tends to follow an indolent course with the landmark 

trial PCa Intervention Versus Observation Trial demonstrating no difference in survival 

between surgery and observation after nearly 20 years of follow-up.1 This was also 

demonstrated in a randomized controlled trial of monitoring, surgery, or radiotherapy 

for localized PCa at 10 years that demonstrated a low rate of PCa-specific mortality 

and no significant difference between treatment modalities.2 Given the indolent nature 

of low-risk PCa, this led to the development of Active Surveillance (AS) as a tool to 

reduce the morbidity of radical treatment.3 Now that AS has become the standard of 

care for management of low-risk PCa, recent studies have evaluated the risk of adverse 

pathological findings comparing those undergoing immediate radical prostatectomy 

(RP) to those with delayed RP. Many of these studies have yielded no significant risk 
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of adverse findings at RP for those who underwent delayed 

RP, specifically with low-risk PCa, suggesting there is still a 

chance for cure with delayed intervention.4–7

Recent reports have also evaluated the potential for select 

patients with intermediate-risk disease and their eligibility 

for AS.8 Although promising, there is still a realistic chance 

that delayed surgical intervention may increase the risk of 

adverse pathological findings owing to disease progression 

and metastatic disease for patients who may have been cured 

with upfront intervention.7–9

Although several studies have evaluated the possibility 

of delayed intervention in the setting of indolent, low-risk 

PCa, there exists a small volume of varied literature report-

ing the impact of surgical delay and adverse findings for 

intermediate and higher-risk disease, with delays of as short 

as 30 days reported to correlate with adverse pathological 

outcomes.10,11 As surgical delay is a common occurrence due 

to limited access to operating room resources, we sought to 

evaluate our institutional outcomes of surgical delay and 

adverse pathological findings at RP using a large institutional 

multi-surgeon database.

Materials and methods
Full ethics approval was obtained from the Conjoint Health 

Research Ethics Board at the University of Calgary. Given 

that this study was retrospective in nature using deidentified 

patient information, patient consent for review of medical 

records was not required. Maintenance of patient data confi-

dentiality was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 

We retrospectively reviewed all patients who underwent RP 

between 2005 and 2014 in our institution. The first major 

revision of Gleason grading system for prostatic carcinoma 

occurred in 2005 at an International Society of Urological 

Pathology Gleason consensus conference.12 We used the last 

transrectal ultrasound guided biopsy (TRUS bx) prior to sur-

gical intervention for the analysis. TRUS bx was performed 

using a standardized template, which typically included 12 

cores sampled from the apex, mid and base, bilaterally. RP 

was also completely sampled. Both TRUS bx and RP were 

reported using standardized protocols in a centralized uropa-

thology setting. Patients were stratified according to TRUS bx 

Grade Group (GG),13 age, gland volume, number of positive 

cores, total core percent involvement on bx, prostate-specific 

antigen (PSA), PSA-density (PSAD) and days from biopsy 

to surgery. Pathologic outcomes were evaluated for patients 

with <2 months between biopsy and surgery and then at 

monthly intervals of up to 6 months. Adverse pathological 

outcomes were defined as GG upgrading from biopsy, pres-

ence of extraprostatic extension (EPE, pT3a) or seminal 

vesicle invasion (SVI, pT3b), positive surgical margins, and 

positive lymph node involvement. The chi-squared test and 

logistic regression were used for statistical analysis.

Results
Of the 2,728 who underwent RP from 2005 to 2014, 2,310 

(84.7%) had complete data for analysis. Table 1 presents biopsy 

GG of all patients and the cohorts’ mean age, median gland 

volume, number of positive cores, total core percent, PSA, 

PSAD, and delays from biopsy to surgery. With respect to 

biopsy GG, 906 (39%), 1,048 (45%), 231 (10%), 69 (3%), and 

56 (2.4%) patients had a biopsy GG of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respec-

tively. Overall, the mean age was 60.2 years old, median gland 

volume was 34.1 (IQR: 26.3–44.7), number of positive cores 

was 4 (IQR: 2–5), total core percent was 8 (IQR: 3–15.5), PSA 

was 6.0 (IQR: 4.7–8.1), PSAD was 0.18 (IQR: 0.12–0.26), and 

days from biopsy to RP were 83 (IQR: 61–109).

Table 2 represents the final pathology findings for all 

patients undergoing RP broken down by GG. Overall, there 

was a 59.5% concordance rate between biopsy and final sur-

gical pathology with 8.7% and 31.8% of cases downgraded 

and upgraded, respectively. With respect to GG at RP, 514 

(22.2%), 1,287 (56%), 349 (15%), 54 (2.2%), and 106 (4.6%) 

were GG 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. In terms of pathologic 

findings, 76.5% were pT2, 16% were pT3a, and 7.5% were 

pT3b. Lymph node positivity was present in only 1.5% of 

final surgical specimens. Surgical margins were positive in 

25% of cases with pT2 disease and 50.2% of cases with pT3 

and greater disease. EPE and SVI were present in 24.5% and 

7.5% of specimens, respectively.

Pathologic outcomes were then evaluated for patients 

with <2 months between biopsy and surgery and then in 

monthly intervals up to 6 months. As GG 1 and 2 cor-

responded to a significant portion of the cohort (n=1,954, 

85%), the remaining GG 3–5 were combined for the purposes 

of the analysis (n=356, 15%). As shown in Table 3, median 

wait times between biopsy and RP demonstrating GG “no 

change”, “upgrade”, and “downgrade” were 83, 72, and 86 

days, respectively. Chi-squared analysis demonstrated no 

increased GG upgrade, when we compared the surgical wait 

times between biopsy and RP for biopsy GG 1, 2, and 3+ 

groups. Logistic regression model controlling for baseline 

characteristics demonstrated no association as well.

Table 4 represents the other evaluated pathologic out-

comes that included pT stage, margin, and lymph node status. 

The median wait times between biopsy and RP pathologic 

stage of pT2, pT3a, and pT3b disease were 84, 84, and 77 
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Table 1 Biopsy gg of all patients and the cohorts’ mean age, median gland volume, number of positive cores, total core percent, Psa, 
PsaD, and delays from biopsy to surgery

 All patients
N=2,310

GG 1
N=906 (39%)

GG 2
N=1,048 (45%)

GG 3
N=231 (10%)

GG 4
N=69 (3%)

GG 5
N=56 (2.4%)

Age (years)
Range
Mean (sD)

38.8–84.2
60.2 (6.9)

38.8–79.0
58.9 (7.0)

40.5–84.2
60.7 (6.7)

45.3–77.4
62.0 (6.7)

47.3–76.6
63.0 (7.2)

50.6–77.8
62.7 (6.4)

Gland volume
Range
Median (iQR)

5.9–213.2
34.1 (26.3–44.7)

5.9–188.7
35.8 (27.7–48.8)

9.8–125.9
32.2 (25.5–41.3)

0.1–213.2
33.9 (26.2–43.7)

14.1–91.5
39.4 (28.5–55.1)

13.3–68.7
32.0 (25.2–44.2)

Number of positive cores
Range
Median (iQR)

1–12
4 (2–5)

1–12
2.5 (1–4)

1–12
4 (3–6)

1–11
4 (3–6)

1–10
4 (2–6)

1–11
5 (4–8)

Total core % involvement
Range
Median (iQR)

0.1–82.0
8 (3–15.5)

0.1–60.0
4 (1.5–9)

0.1–82.0
10.5 (5–19)

0.4–64.0
12.0 (5.8–21.0)

0.5–58.5
10.0 (4.0–22.5)

3.0–66.5
22.0 (13.0–30.5)

PSA (ng/mL)
Range
Median (iQR)

 
0.2–60.0
6.0 (4.7–8.1)

 
0.2–60.0
5.4 (4.3–7.2)

 
0.5–55.5
6.3 (5.0–8.3)

 
1.6–45.6
7.0 (5.5–9.5)

 
1.5–56.1
7.2 (5.6–9.1)

 
2.9–28.3
8.3 (5.2–12.2)

PSAD
Range
Median (iQR)

0.01–2.12
0.18 (0.12–0.26)

0.01–1.34
0.15 (0.11–0.21)

0.01–2.12
0.19 (0.14–0.28)

0.04–1.45
0.21 (0.15–0.32)

0.04–1.36
0.18 (0.13–0.26)

0.07–0.87
0.26 (0.17–0.39)

Days from biopsy to surgery
Range
Median (iQR)

21–180
83 (61–109)

21–180
87 (62–115)

21–177
83 (62–109)

21–169
78 (58–103)

25–147
69 (55–84)

23–151
73 (50.5–93)

Abbreviations: GG, Grade Group; IQR, interquartile range; PSA, prostate-specific antigen; PSAD, prostate-specific antigen density.

Table 2 Final surgical pathology of all patients undergoing RP broken down by biopsy gg

 All patients
N=2,310 (n, %)

GG 1
N=906 (n, %)

GG 2
N=1,048 (n, %)

GG 3
N=231 (n, %)

GG 4
N=69 (n, %)

GG 5
N=56 (n, %)

RP GG
1
2
3
4
5

514 (22.2)
1,287 (56)
349 (15)
54 (2.2)
106 (4.6)

434 (48)
430 (47)
29 (3)
9 (1)
4 (1)

78 (7)
771 (74)
170 (16)
12 (1)
17 (2)

1 (0.5)
73 (32)
116 (50)
17 (7)
23 (10.5)

0 (0)
10 (14)
21 (30)
15 (22)
23 (34)

0 (0)
3 (0.5)
13 (23)
1 (1.8)
39 (74.7)

pT 
pT2
pT3a 
pT3b

1,766 (76.5)
370 (16.0)
174 (7.5)

827 (91.3)
68 (7.5)
11 (1.2)

763 (72.8)
200 (19.1)
85 (8.1)

130 (56.3)
63 (27.3)
38 (16.5)

33 (47.8)
20 (29.0)
16 (23.2)

13 (23.2)
19 (33.9)
24 (42.9)

pN 
pn0
pn1
pnx

1,838 (79.6)
34 (1.5)
438 (19.0)

619 (68.3)
2 (0.2)
285 (31.5)

896 (85.5)
14 (1.3)
138 (13.2)

209 (90.5)
10 (4.3)
12 (5.2)

67 (97.1)
1 (1.5)
1 (1.5)

47 (83.9)
7 (12.5)
2 (3.6)

Surgical margins
pT2

negative
Positive

≥ pT3
negative
Positive

 

1,324 (75.0)
442 (25.0)

271 (49.8)
273 (50.2)

 

636 (76.9)
191 (23.1)

33 (41.8)
46 (58.2)

 

559 (73.3)
204 (26.7)

153 (53.7)
132 (46.2)

 

94 (72.3)
36 (27.7)

47 (46.5)
54 (53.5)

 

26 (78.8)
7 (21.2)

18 (50.0)
18 (50.0)

 

9 (69.2)
4 (30.8)

20 (46.5)
23 (53.5)

EPE
absent
Focal
established

 
1,745 (75.5)
263 (11.4)
302 (13.1)

 
719 (79.4)
97 (10.7)
90 (9.9)

 
778 (74.2)
125 (11.9)
145 (13.8)

 
158 (68.4)
30 (13.0)
43 (18.6)

 
51 (73.9)
7 (10.1)
11 (15.9)

 
39 (69.6)
4 (7.1)
13 (23.2)

SVI
absent
Present

 
2,137 (92.5)
173 (7.5)

 
895 (98.8)
11 (1.2)

 
963 (91.9)
85 (8.1)

 
193 (83.6)
38 (16.5)

 
53 (76.8)
16 (23.2)

 
33 (58.9)
23 (41.1)

Abbreviations: ePe, extraprostatic extension; gg, grade group; RP, radical prostatectomy; sVi, seminal vesicle invasion.
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Table 3 Pathologic change of GG (upgrade, downgrade, no change) stratified by time interval in days from biopsy to surgery

Average wait times by “Change” status: biopsy to RP (N=2,310)

 No change
N=1,375

Downgrade
N=201

Upgrade
N=734

Wait time (days)
Range
Median (iQR)

 
21–180
83 (62–111)

 
77–174
72 (57–99)

 
21–179
86 (61–110)

GG 1 at biopsy
Change in GG: biopsy to surgery <60 days 60–89 days 90–119 days 120–149 days 150–180 days Total

no change (48%) 91 135 107 65 36 434
Upgrade (52%) 113 130 134 64 31 472
Total 204 265 241 129 67 906

GG 2 at biopsy
Change in GG: biopsy to surgery <60 days 60–89 days 90–119 days 120–149 days 150–180 days Total

no change (74%) 165 279 172 109 46 771
Downgrade (7%) 17 31 19 8 3 78
Upgrade (19%) 40 65 57 25 12 199
Total 222 375 248 142 61 1,048

GG 3+ at biopsy
Change in GG: biopsy to surgery <60 days 60–89 days 90–119 days 120–149 days 150–180 days Total

no change (48%) 50 57 44 13 6 170
Downgrade (35%) 43 43 24 12 1 123
Upgrade (17%) 17 27 12 5 3 63
Total 110 127 80 30 9 356

Abbreviations: gg, grade group; iQR, interquartile range; RP, radical prostatectomy.

Table 4 Pathologic stage (pT), margin, and nodal status and time 
from biopsy to RP

Average wait times by pT status at RP (N=2,310)

 pT2
N=1,776

pT3a
N=370

pT3b
N=174

Wait time (days)
Range
Median (iQR)

 
21–180
84 (62–111)

 
21–176
84 (61–109)

 
26–175
77 (56–98)

Average wait times by margin status at RP
 Negative margins

N=1,595
Positive margins
N=715

Wait time (days)
Range
Median (iQR)

 
21–180
82 (91–109)

 
21–177
86 (62–112)

Average wait time and node status at RP
 Negative nodes

N=2,276
Positive nodes
N=34

Wait time (days)
Range
Median (iQR)

 
21–180
83 (61–109)

 
31–149
65 (55–90)

Abbreviations: iQR, interquartile range; RP, radical prostatectomy.

days, respectively. We found no association between the 

wait time and the higher pathological stage on chi-squared 

analysis and when performing a logistic regression analysis 

controlling for baseline characteristics. We also found no 

association between surgical wait time and positive margin 

status and lymph node positivity. Median time intervals from 

biopsy to surgery in margin negative vs margin positive cases 

were 82 and 86 days, respectively. With respect to lymph 

node involvement, median number of days in patients with 

positive lymph nodes was 65 when compared with 83 for 

surgical specimens without lymph node involvement. We also 

found no association between the pathologic outcomes and 

wait times when logistic regression analysis was performed, 

controlling for the baseline characteristics.

Discussion
Using a large institutional database, we demonstrated that surgi-

cal delay of up to 6 months from TRUS bx to RP does not appear 

to affect the pathologic outcomes for low-, intermediate-, and 

high-risk disease. We also found no association between wait 

time and increased rates of other adverse pathologic findings, 

such as EPE, SVI, and positive margin and lymph node status.

Previous studies that evaluated surgical wait times and 

pathologic outcomes are summarized in Table S1. The results 

of these studies have largely been consistent. With respect 

to low-grade disease, several investigators have reported no 

risk of adverse pathological outcomes when waiting up to 6 

months for surgical intervention. However, adverse outcomes 

such as increased risk of biochemical and pathologic progres-

sion were noted when wait times were >6 months.11,14,15 Our 
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study was limited to 6 months from TRUS bx and therefore 

we cannot comment on whether prolonged intervention 

would lead to a greater rate of adverse pathological events. 

A study by Loeb et al found that men with low-grade disease 

who had deferred treatment for low-risk disease had more 

adverse pathological features and required salvage radio-

therapy and androgen deprivation therapy when undergoing 

an RP >2 years after the diagnosis. They found that the 

overall risk of PCa mortality at 7 years was similar between 

the immediate vs delayed surgery cohorts.6

Of note, GG 2 (Gleason Score 3+4) patients constituted 

the largest proportion of our cohort (n=1,048, 54%). We found 

that surgical delay of up to 6 months was not associated with a 

higher rate of adverse pathological findings in these patients. 

With respect to the GG concordance between biopsy and 

RP in GG 2 patients, the rate was 74%. Recent studies have 

aimed to assess the eligibility of intermediate-risk patients 

as candidates for AS, and although these strategies appear 

promising, there are still valid concerns about missing the 

chance for cure in patients with clinically localized disease.8,9 A 

study evaluating delayed surgical intervention for low-risk and 

intermediate-risk patients found no increased risk of adverse 

pathological findings in patients with low-risk disease waiting 

>9 months. However, patients with intermediate-risk disease 

waiting >9 months had a higher chance of positive margins 

and biochemical recurrence.7 The utility of novel biomarkers 

and genetic tests, such as OncotypeDx and Prolaris, may be 

the key to identifying patients at risk for adverse pathological 

findings when deciding between immediate surgery and AS 

management.16 The use of multiparametric magnetic resonance 

imaging (mMRI)3,17 and mMRI-guided biopsies may also 

potentially have the ability to detect patients with high-risk 

disease that can lead to unfavorable outcomes while on AS.17

In our analysis, patients with GG 3 (n=231, 10%), 4 

(n=69, 3%), and 5 (n=56, 2.4%) were grouped together. 

Recently, our group reported on the GG concordance between 

biopsy and RP evaluating the predictors of discordance.18 

Overall concordance for GG 3, 4, and 5 were 50%, 22%, and 

70%, respectively. Our results, in particular, reflect the litera-

ture demonstrating poor correlation between biopsy and RP 

for GG 4.19,20 Little is known with respect to surgical delays 

in the setting of intermediate-risk and high-risk disease. A 

systematic review in 2013 recommended that up to 3 months 

represents an acceptable period in which treatment choices 

should be made, but the authors pointed out the scarcity of 

available data to make this recommendation.19 In the cohort 

presented herein, we demonstrated that a delay of up to 6 

months did not yield worsening GG in these patients.

We provide real-life data on surgical delay and the risk 

of adverse pathological findings at RP, which is particularly 

relevant for the Canadian Health Care system, as a publicly 

funded one with limited access to operating room time. These 

data will allow physicians to counsel their patients that surgi-

cal delays of up to 6 months do not lead to worse pathologic 

outcomes, which may alleviate significant patient and family 

anxiety, as well as allow for appropriate triaging of surgical 

cases. Although we demonstrate that higher-risk disease (GG 

3+) did not have worse adverse findings with up to 6 month 

surgical delay, only a small proportion of these patients waited 

for up to 6 months for surgery (n=9, 2%). The majority of these 

high-risk patients were operated on within 3 months (n=237, 

67%), primarily due to triaging these higher-risk cases.

Our study has several limitations that require recogni-

tion. First, although a total of 2,728 constituted our RP 

database, complete data sets were available for 2,310 (84.7%) 

patients. Second, this is a single-institution, multi-surgeon, 

retrospective chart review, with inherent limitations in this 

study design. Third, as we had a relatively limited number 

of patients with higher-risk disease, our analysis was per-

formed grouping GG 3, 4, and 5 together. Fourth, limited 

data exist in regard to surgical delay in high-risk patients, 

which is likely because these patients are being triaged and 

selected for surgical intervention faster than the low-risk 

patients. This is certainly true for our institution, as only a 

very small number of patients with high-risk disease waited 

for 6 months for surgery. Therefore, we can neither address 

the question whether a prolonged surgical delay in high-risk 

disease results in worsening of the pathologic outcomes, 

nor do we recommend prolonging these procedures, based 

on presented data. Fifth, our analysis did not include long-

term postoperative follow-up, and we are therefore unable to 

assess relevant downstream outcomes such as biochemical 

recurrence and survival. Finally, our analysis did not differ-

entiate between patients on AS and those with de novo PCa 

diagnoses prior to RP. However, the possible bias of including 

significant number of patients who were on AS and who had 

had at least two or several prior biopsies (with significantly 

different biopsy findings) is insignificant for this cohort, as 

an AS program was fully established in our institution only in 

2011. Therefore, the possible differences due to inclusion of 

a significant number of AS subjects in this cohort represent 

a negligible source of bias.

Conclusion
Using a large, institutional, multi-surgeon database, we found 

that surgical delays of up to 6 months following prostate 
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biopsy were not associated with an increased risk of GG 

upgrading, EPE, SVI, positive surgical margins, and lymph 

node involvement. In particular, there was no observed differ-

ence in adverse pathologic outcomes for patients in any risk 

category with delays of up to 6 months between biopsy and RP.
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Supplementary material

Table S1 studies evaluating association between prostatectomy sWT and outcome

Reference No. of 
patients

Years Patient 
characteristics (n)

Median SWT Key outcome Conclusion 

Zanaty et al, 
20171

835 2006–2015 D’amico risk categories
•	 low (240)
•	 intermediate (494)
•	 high (99)

139–180 days caPRa-s score sWT does not affect pathological 
outcome

loeb et al, 
20162

7,608 1997–2007 gleason score ≤6 •	 <1 year
•	 1–2 years
•	 2–7 years

Pathology, use of 
salvage radiotherapy, 
mortality

sWT >2 years had worse 
pathological outcome and 
increased use of second-line 
therapy. No significant difference 
in cancer mortality at 7 years

Fossati et al, 
20173

2,653 2006–2011 european association 
of Urology Prostate 
cancer guidelines
•	 low risk (934)
•	 intermediate risk 

(1,316)
•	 high risk (403)

2.8 months
•	 0–12 months, 

stratified 
by 3-month 
intervals

Biochemical cancer 
recurrence

higher rate of cancer relapse in 
high-risk patients only

Berg et al, 
20154

2,212 1990–2011 gleason score
•	 ≤6 (622)
•	 7 (3+4) (908)
•	 7 (4+3) (320)
•	 ≥8 (231)

76 days
•	 Stratified by 

15-day intervals 
from surgery

Pathology (margins, 
upgrading, upstaging, 
seminal vesicle 
invasion, positive 
nodes)

higher-risk disease associated 
with adverse pathological features 
at longer surgical delay

abern et al, 
20135

1,561 1988–2011 low risk (813)
intermediate risk (758)

•	 ≤3 months
•	 3–6 months
•	 6–9 months
•	 >9 months

PsM, ece, pathologic 
upgrading

low-risk disease did not affect 
outcomes
>9 months sWT for 
intermediate-risk disease 
predicted greater BcR, PsM risk

Korets et al, 
20126

1,568 1990–2009 gleason score
•	 ≤7 (804)
•	 7 (581)
•	 ≥7 (169)

45 days
•	 <60 days
•	 60–90 days
•	 >90 days

Pathology, 5-year 
survival, biochemical 
recurrence

Delay of >60 days not associated 
with adverse pathological, BcR, 
and survival outcomes

O’Brien 
et al, 20117

1,111 1989–2009 D’amico low-risk 
criteria

•	 <6 months
•	 >6 months

Pathology, biochemical 
progression

in low-risk patients, sWT >6 
months was associated with 
significantly worse pathology 
upgrading and biochemical 
progression

van den 
Bergh et al, 
20138

227 1995–2009 low risk (T1c/T2, Psa 
≤10, Psa density <0.2, 
gleason 6, 1–2 positive 
Bx)

•	 immediate (0.5 
year)

•	 Delayed (5.7 
years)

Pathology, biochemical 
progression

no difference in outcomes 
between immediate and delayed 
RP

Freedland 
et al, 20069

895 1988–2004 low risk (Psa <10 and 
gleason ≤6)

•	 <90 days
•	 90–180 days
•	 181–270 days
•	 >270 days

Pathology, biochemical 
progression

in low-risk patients, sWT >180 
days was at increased risk for 
biochemical progression; immediate 
treatment is not necessary 

Boorjian 
et al, 200510

3,149 1987–2002 gleason score
•	 6 (2,192)
•	 7 (3+4) (570)
•	 7 (4+3) (224)
•	 8–10 (163)

2.3 months
•	 <90 days
•	 >90 days

Biochemical 
recurrence

sWT did not affect biochemical 
recurrence

Patel et al, 
(present 
study)

2,310 2005–2014 •	 gg 1 (906)
•	 gg 2 (1,048)
•	 gg 3 (231)
•	 gg 4 (69)
•	 gg 5 (56)

83 days
(57–180 days, 
stratified in 30-day 
intervals)

Pathology (gleason 
upgrading, extracapsular 
extension, seminal 
vesicle invasion, 
margins, node 
involvement)

surgical delays up to 6 months 
were not associated with adverse 
pathological outcomes

Abbreviations: BcR, biochemical recurrence; caPRa-s, cancer of the Prostate Risk assessment Post-surgical; ece, extracapsular extension; gg, grade group; Psa, 
prostate-specific antigen; PSM, positive surgical margins; RP, radical prostatectomy; SWT, surgical wait time.
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